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Abstract– There are many reasons for rehabilitation of existing buildings. Adding stories is one of
the most common reasons. When a steel building is retrofitted by concrete jacketing for adding
stories, this system contains several structural systems. These systems are composite concrete and
steel systems in initial stories, welded steel system in middle stories and cold-formed steel frames
in upper stories. Dynamic analysis of hybrid structures is usually a complex procedure due to
various dynamic characteristics of each part, i.e. stiffness, mass and especially damping.
Availability of different damping factors causes a higher degree of complication for evaluating
seismic responses of hybrid systems. Due to using several structural systems, an existing building
is changed to hybrid system. Damping matrix of these structures is non-classical. Also, the
nonlinear software is not able to analyze these structures precisely. In this study, a method and
graphs have been proposed to determine the equivalent modal damping ratios for rehabilitated
existing steel buildings for adding stories.
Keywords– Hybrid buildings, damping ratio, rehabilitation, non-classical damping, nonlinear analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Rehabilitation is necessary when the assessment of structural performance results in insufficient capacity
to resist the forces of expected intensity and acceptable limits of damage. The rehabilitation of an
existing building requires an appreciation for the technical, economic and social aspects and the
structural condition of buildings; therefore, it is hard to develop a single typical technique for
rehabilitation. Hence, many instructions have been developed in the field of seismic rehabilitation [1, 2].
One of the earliest guidelines published for the evaluation and retrofit of the buildings is ATC-40 [3].
After that, FEMA 273 [4] and FEMA 356 [5] were published respectively as guidelines and pre-standards
for the seismic rehabilitation of the buildings. Afterwards, nonlinear analysis was upgraded in the ASCE
41-06 [6] as a standard for seismic rehabilitation of the buildings.
There are many important reasons for rehabilitation of existing buildings such as upgrading the
design codes, changing the building usage, adding to the stories, structural damages in case of destructive
events, and design or construction faults. There are various techniques for retrofitting. The retrofitting
strategy of the existing buildings can be conducted by inserting lateral resistant elements (such as shear
walls, braces, etc.), strengthening structural elements (such as jacketing, FRP, cover plates, etc.),
decreasing demand (reducing the weight, removing the upper stories, changing the use of the buildings,
using seismic isolator), etc [7].
Cold-formed steel (CFS) products are commonly used in all areas building industry. The use of coldformed steel construction materials has become more and more popular since the initial introduction of
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codified standards in 1946. These building materials encompass columns, beams, joists, studs, floor
decking, built-up sections and other components. The strength of elements used for design is usually
governed by buckling. Cold-formed steel members are the most useful systems for adding additional
stories in existing buildings due to their light weight, economy in transportation and shipping, fast and
easy erection, high strength-to-weight ratio, and being easily out sourced. If the site is severely restricted
frames can be assembled on the roof. Working with cold-formed steel members is also not so weather
dependent as it is with other materials [8, 9].
When a steel building is retrofitted by concrete jacketing for adding stories, this system contains
several structural systems. These systems are composite concrete and steel systems in initial stories,
welded steel system in middle stories and cold-formed steel frames in upper stories. By using several
structural systems, an existing building is changed to hybrid system.
Dynamic response of hybrid structures has some complications. One of the reasons is the different
stiffness of the parts of structure and another reason is non-uniform distribution of materials and their
different features such as damping in main modes of vibration. Damping is one of the effective factors in
determining dynamic response of a structure [10]. Lee et al. performed some studies by direct solution and
without using time history analysis by substituting Multi Degrees of Freedom (MDOF) structure by
adding dampers to Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) structure [11]. In the field of complex eigenvectors, Villaverde [12] presented one method for using complex modes of an irregular building by
maximum response. In this method, motion equations are reviewed in the state-space and their modal
specifications are evaluated in spectral analysis method. Kim et al. [13] presented a solution method to
solve the eigenvalue problem raised in the dynamic analysis of non-classically damped structural systems.
This method was obtained by applying the modified Newton-Raphson technique and the orthonormal
condition of the eigenvectors. Huang et al. [14] reviewed a series of MDOF irregular structures in a
different method in which the reinforced concrete part had lower degrees of freedom and the metal part
had higher degrees of freedom. In the method presented by these researchers, in the first stage, regular
damping ratio of the whole building must be obtained by trial and error method, and then the whole
building is modeled by a 2-DOF system and modal damping ratio is calculated by predictive approximate
method with the assumption that the normalized damping matrix is diametric.
Availability of different damping factors causes a higher degree of complication for evaluating
seismic responses of hybrid systems. On the one hand, the available design regulations do not present
analytic methods for determining structural systems damping and on the other hand, damping matrix of
these structures is non-classical. Also, the nonlinear software is not able to analyze these structures
precisely. For dynamic analysis of these structures by using the available software, an equivalent modal
damping ratio must be generalized to the whole structure. One general method for determining the
damping of these structures is such that two structures are modeled as three separate systems, each of them
considered with its damping ratio, and the interaction between the three systems is ignored [15,16]. This
method revealed many errors and is very different from the real behavior of the structure.
There are no studies concerning the determination damping ratio of non-classically damped
rehabilitated buildings. This paper presents a method and graphs for determination of equivalent modal
damping ratio of non-classically damped rehabilitated existing steel buildings for adding stories. In the
proposed method in this study, the added storey(s) has been considered for calculation of equivalent modal
damping ratios for non-classically damped hybrid rehabilitated steel buildings. In the proposed method,
hybrid buildings are considered to have three structural systems of composite steel and concrete
(rehabilitated storey(s)), existing steel system and added storey(s) (cold-formed steel frames). Using the
proposed methods and obtained graphs for determining modal damping ratios in dynamic analysis and
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nonlinear annalysis of reehabilitated steel
s
buildinggs require m
more attentionn in compariison with thee methods
presented soo far and the obtained ressponse is clooser to the strructure’s reall behavior.
2. MODELING
M
G THE HYBR
RID REHABILITATED
D BUILDIN
NG
Despite thee wide appllication of concrete jaccketing in strengthening
s
g the steel columns off existing
structures, rresearch on the
t jacketing of such colu
umns whilst under load iss still in the early stages. From the
middle of the last centuury, concretee jackets hav
ve been provvided primarrily to serve as protectioon against
ot to resist structural
s
loaading [17, 18].
1
With prresent-day
corrosion aand fire, andd thus were assumed no
modern steeel–concrete composite
c
coonstruction teechniques, thhe stiffness and
a strength gain
g effects have
h
been
taken into aaccount for steel
s
columns strengthened with conccrete jackets. Shear studss and the proovision of
an adequatee amount of reinforcemeent have beeen applied duuring constru
uction to enssure compossite action
between thee existing steeel column annd the surrouunding concrrete jacket [119,20]. As was
w reported by
b Colaco
et al. [21], the exterior steel colum
mns of a 47-sstorey buildiing were jacketed with reinforced
r
cooncrete to
t interaction between steel and
meet new sservice requiirements. Onne of the eaarly methodss to review the
concrete in composite sections
s
is inntroduced by Basu and Sommerville [22]. In a research done by Liu et
s
r analysis of these sectionns [23].
al., a methood was presennted for the second-order
There are two geeneral methoods for dynnamic analyzzing of hyb
brid structurees with nonn-classical
The first methhod is the diirect methodd. Direct method includess structural dynamic
d
metthods [24,
damping. T
25] integrattion, [26, 27]], etc.; using direct method requires the
t calculatioon of stiffness, mass andd damping
matrices. Thhe calculatioon of stiffnesss and dampiing matrices in direct meethod is com
mplicated andd becomes
even more ccomplicated as the degreees of freedo
om of the struucture increaase. Hence, using
u
direct method is
very time-cconsuming and
a difficult and it is allso impossibble for the structures
s
with higher degrees
d
of
freedom. Thhe available software is not
n able to foorm dampingg matrices an
nd analyze these structurees because
the dampinng matrix off these irreguular structurres is non-cllassical. Thee second meethod is to devote
d
an
equivalent ddamping to th
he whole struucture and thhey use the available
a
softtware.
In the m
method propposed in this study, rehabbilitated structure, steel structure
s
andd additional stories
s
are
appropriatelly substitutedd with 3-DO
OF structure as
a presented in Fig. 1 in order
o
to form
m a hybrid strructure.

Fig. 1. Eq
quivalent 3-DOF structure

In the next step, eigenvalues
e
of each rehaabilitated, stteel structuree and addedd stories are obtained.
t first modde related frrequency vallues (ωi1), mass
m
(Mi1) aand modal
Eigenvaluess of each paart include the
stiffness (K
Ki1). i can be related eitheer to the rehaabilitated struucture, steel structure andd stories addded. In the
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numerical method investigated in this study, r indicates the rehabilitated structure (composite part), s
presents the stories without rehabilitation (steel part) and a presents the added stories.
3. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETERMINING MODAL DAMPING
The main MDOF structure is assumed to have separate Rayleigh damping at each section. This is to say
that damping ratio is proportional to stiffness and mass in each degree of freedom. So, each part of the
equivalent 3 degrees of freedom has two types of damping Cik and Cim (damping proportional to stiffness
and mass). Mass (M) and stiffness (K) matrices are calculated for each of the three parts of rehabilitated
structure, steel structure and stories added. Each of them shows the matrix forming the related part of the
overall structure. Stiffness matrix of hybrid structure is obtained from the Eqs. (1).
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The structure’s overall mass matrix is obtained from Eq. (2-1) and mass matrix of each one of the three
parts forming the structure is calculated from the Eqs. (2-2) to (2-4).
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Modal frequencies of ω1, ω2 and ω3 are obtained by classic analysis method for 3-DOF structure [15, 28].
Rehabilitated story’s damping matrix is calculated from Eqs. (3-1).
,
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Steel storey’s damping matrix is obtained from Eq. (4-1).
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Added story’s damping matrix is obtained from Eq. (5-1).
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Finally, damping matrix of hybrid structure would be the summation of 3 base matrices as in Eq. (6) in
which its ratios are from mass proportionality and stiffness of the overall damping matrix of 3-DOF
structure.
∑

,

(6)

, ,

Special frequencies’ ratio Rω and weight ratio Rm are defined as in equation 7 in order to specify the
system response according to the features of three constituents.
,

,

(7)

,

In this stage, a time history analysis is applied for equivalent 3-DOF structure according to equation 8 in
order to obtain the equivalent modal damping ratios.
(8)
In the equation 8, {y} is relative displacement vector of MDOF structure and r is equal to 1 [15, 29]. The
1
obtained results are equal to the overall acceleration and displacement in each level. Energy balance
equation is defined by multiplying matrix transpose
in equation 8, as follows:
y

(9)

y

Equation (8) is reviewed in the state-space. The state-space method is based on transforming the N
second-order coupled equations into a set of 2N first-order coupled equations [30, 31]. Equations of
dynamic system motion can be recast as:
(10-1)
where A,B ∈ R2N×2N are the system matrices,
∈ R2N the force vector and u∈ R2N is the response vector
in the state-space. The parameters of the Eq. (10-1) are obtained from Eq. (10-2).
,

,

,

(10-2)

In the equation above, ON is the N × N null matrix.
The advantage of this approach is that the system matrices in the state-space retain symmetry as in
the configuration space. It should be noted that these solution procedures have exact equivalents in nature.
New eigenvalues are obtained from Eq. (11).
Φ,

Φ

1,2,3, …

(11)

In Eq. (11), si presents eigenvalues and Φi presents special vectors of complex numbers. Finally, modal
damping ratio is calculated from Eq. (12).
| |

,

1,2,3, …

(12)

The obtained modal damping ratios are depicted in Figs. 2 to 16 for the first, second and third modes
according to the previous equations in the proposed method. Colored contours represent damping ratio of
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hybrid struccture in the three
t
main modes.
m
Thesee graphs can be used in determining
d
damping rattios of the
hybrid rehabbilitated steeel buildings. Equation (7)) is used in calculating frequency and
d weight ratioos.
The prroposed num
merical methood and graphhs are a relatiively precisee method, beccause all of the
t modal
quantities suuch as modaal mass, Mi, and
a modal eigenvalues, Φi are obtain
ned from reaal eigenvaluees analysis
that ignoress the irregulaarity of dampping matrix. Therefore, proposed
p
meethod in this study is clooser to the
real responsse of the struucture and haas more caree and credit than
t
recent methods.
m
Alsso, it is sugggested that
the proposeed graphs in this study caan be used in
n calculatingg modal dam
mping ratios for dynamicc and nonlinear analyysis of rehabiilitated steel buildings forr roof extenssion.

Fiig. 2. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.2 and Rw2= 1.5

Fiig. 3. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.2 and Rw2= 2.5

Fiig. 4. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.2 and Rw2= 3.5

Fiig. 5. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.4 and Rw2= 1.5
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Fiig. 6. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.4 and Rw2= 2.5

Fiig. 7. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.4 and Rw2= 3.5

Fiig. 8. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.6 and Rw2= 1.5

Fiig. 9. The obtaained modal damping
d
ratio for Rm2= 0.6 and Rw2= 2.5

Fig. 10. The obttained modal damping ratioo for Rm2= 0.6 and Rw2= 3.55
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Fig. 11. The obttained modal damping ratioo for Rm2= 0.8 and Rw2= 1.55

Fig. 12. The obttained modal damping ratioo for Rm2= 0.8 and Rw2= 2.55

Fig. 13. The obttained modal damping ratioo for Rm2= 0.8 and Rw2= 3.55

F 14. The obbtained modall damping ratiio for Rm2= 1 and
Fig.
a Rw2= 1.5

F 15. The obbtained modall damping ratiio for Rm2= 1 and
Fig.
a Rw2= 2.5
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F 16. The obbtained modall damping ratiio for Rm2= 1 and
Fig.
a Rw2= 3.5

4. VAL
LIDATION AND THE APPLICAT
TION OF TH
HE PROPO
OSED
ETHOD FOR
R SEISMIC
C ANALYSIIS
ME
w selected and rehabilittated for addding two storiies on its roo
of as shown in
i Fig. 17.
A five-storeey building was
Modal dam
mping ratios were
w
calculatted by the proposed metthod in this study
s
and also fixed ratiio 5% and
exact methood. Properties of this buillding are sho
own in Table 1.

Fig. 17. Rehabilittated frame for adding stories
Tablle 1. Cross secction for mem
mbers of building
Story
1-3
4-5
6-7

Structure
R
Rehabilitated
Non
rehabilitated
A
Added storey

System
Compositee
Steel

50

Coluumns
0.019
30
30 30 0.1

50 ,
3

LSF

9

3.25

30

0.1

0.01

Beamss
IPE 300
IPE 277
9

3.2
2

0.01

Transitionall storey’s columns also have
h
the com
mpound sectioon of its uppper storey’s steel section and
a lower
storey’s conncrete section
n. Modal parrticipation raatio and periood of designeed structure are
a shown inn Table 2.
Taable 2. Modall characteristiccs of building
Mo
ode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
February 2015

Period(ss)
0.76
0.27
0.23
0.11
0.10
0.062
0.057

Modal paarticipation facctor (%)
74.79
12.23
6.59
4.13
1.35
0.87
0.032

Freequency (rad/ss)
8.203
23.022
26.805
54.833
60.508
100.123
108.946
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For tim
me history analysis
a
of thhe designed structure, thhree earthquake records (Tabas, Elccentro and
Kobe) weree selected. Figure 18 show
ws the respon
nse spectrum
ms of these eaarthquakes.

Fig. 18.
1 Response spectrum of thhe selected reccords for timee history analy
ysis

The vaalues of Rm
m1, Rw1, Rm
m2 and Rw
w2 were calcculated equaal to 0.23, 1.82, 0.76 and
a
1.96,
respectivelyy. Modal dam
mping ratios were obtained 6.11%, 3..92% and 4.7
71% for the first, secondd and third
modes, resppectively.
Figure 19 shows the maximuum responsee of the strructure calcu
ulated accorrding to the obtained
mping ratio 5 percent andd also exact method.
m
damping froom the propoosed method and graphs, constant dam

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figg. 19. Comparrison of the obbtained dampinng effect from
m the proposedd method and other methodds
in thee structure’s dyynamic responnse for (a) Tabbas (b) Elcenttro (c) Kobe earthquake
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The average error of dynamic analysis by considering constant damping ratio, 5%, in Tabas, Elcentro
and Kobe earthquakes are respectively equal to 20.2%, 17.8% and 16.3%. The average error of dynamic
analysis by using proposed modal damping ratios in Tabas, Elcentro and Kobe earthquakes are
respectively equal to 11.8%, 10.3% and 6.4%.
6. CONCLUSION
Developing various instructions all around the world, scholars and researchers have devoted much
attention to rehabilitation of buildings. There are many reasons for rehabilitation of existing buildings.
Adding story(s) is one of the most common reasons. When a steel building is retrofitted by concrete
jacketing for adding story(s), this system contains several structural systems. These systems are composite
sections in initial stories, welded steel sections in middle stories and cold-formed steel sections in stories
added. Due to using several structural systems, an existing rehabilitated building is changed to the hybrid
structure. In this paper a method was proposed for determining equivalent modal damping ratio of
rehabilitated steel buildings for adding story(s) by considering the effect of the retrofitting initial stories
and some graphs were also extracted. Validation of the proposed method with exact method and also the
former methods showed the high accuracy of the proposed method. Therefore, the proposed method in this
study is closer to the real response of the structure. Also, it is suggested that the proposed graphs in this
study can be used in determination of modal damping ratios for dynamic and non-linear analysis of
rehabilitated steel buildings for roof extension.
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